
AES Live Events
Consent to Photography and Audio and Video Recordings by AES 

By attending the Audio Engineering Society event (the “Event”), whether as a presenter, volunteer, 

exhibitor, participant, sponsor, or for any other reason, you agree to give and hereby do give Audio 

Engineering Society, Inc. (“AES”) and its agents, affiliates, licensees, and assignees the right to use 

your voice, image, name, and/or likeness as photographed and/or recorded at the Event, by and 

through any and all media now known or hereafter devised, for any purpose whatsoever, including 

without limitation, for commercial, marketing, advertising, and/or promotional purposes, in 

perpetuity. 

Acknowledgment of Photography and Audio and Video Recordings by Others 

By attending the Event, you also acknowledge that the Event is held in a public space and other 

volunteers, exhibitors, presenters, and participants may photograph and/or video record or audio 

record Event activities, participants, and events; that you may be pictured or recorded in such photo 

or recording; and that the person or entity who made such photo or recording may post it to social 

media and the Internet, use the photo or recording in connection with television advertisements or 

otherwise on television, or otherwise use the photo or recording in other media and for commercial, 

marketing, advertising, and promotional purposes or otherwise. While AES does limit participants 

from taking photos and videos in some circumstances (as discussed below), AES does permit this 

activity at times and further is not responsible for any volunteers, exhibitors, presenters, or 

participants who do not comply with AES’ photography and recording policy.

AES Online Events
Limits on Content Capture and Use by Participants 

Volunteers, exhibitors, presenters, and participants agree that (unless approved by AES in 

advance via email or otherwise in writing) any permitted content captured from the event will not 

be used for any commercial purposes and will only be made publicly available or generally 

displayed for legitimate press coverage of the Event and/or for personal social media sharing. 

Video excerpts for press and social media or any other distribution may not be longer than 30 

seconds. Any other usage requires the prior written consent of AES. Program sessions may not 

be recorded in their entirety for distribution in any form. 

Acknowledgment of Inclusion of Participant Comments or Questions

By participating in Q&A sessions and offering comments, either through live or text based 
methods,  you also acknowledge that the Event is held in a virtual public space and any such 
participant contributions may be shared as part of the Event either in real-time or as a part of 
electronic content archives in perpetuity.

Limits on Photography or Audio or Video Recordings by Participants 

You agree not to take pictures or audio or video recordings where posted or announced as 
prohibited. Volunteers, exhibitors, presenters, and participants also agree that (unless approved by 
AES in advance via email or otherwise in writing) any permitted photos or videos taken at the Event 
will not be used for any commercial purposes and will only be made publicly available or generally 
displayed for legitimate press coverage of the Event and/or for personal social media sharing. Any 
other usage requires the prior written consent of AES. Program sessions may not be recorded in 
their entirety for distribution in any form.




